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Summary
• Growth accounting

• Growth regressions

• Complexity of productive capacities  
Reading: The Atlas of Economic Complexity

• Trade and growth  
Reading: Economic History of the Developed World: 
Lessons for Africa 

Recall
• Y = A KαL(1-α)

• Theory informs how economy is measured, and 
how we attribute overall measured growth to A, K 
and L.

• Suffers some problems, as we have seen.

• But we need to understand this.

Accounting for growth
• The model therefore informs how we decide which 

factors (A, K or L) account for growth.

• Note that you shouldn’t trust the data too much!

• But let’s see how we do it.

• Note that applies to market sector only, as 
government sector counts value added at cost.



 
growth A = growth GVA - (capital share x growth of K) - (labour 

share x growth of L)

Uses average K and L share of income

Example

• Data is in the below table

• Run the exercise for recent Australian data.

So what?

• TFP seems to be contributing less to growth

• You have been asked to explain  
a) what it means, and  
b) what to do about it.

• 5 mins to think about it.

Regressions for growth!
• We have seen the stories about what TFP / A / tech 

can be. 

• How did all those people provide evidence for how 
they labeled the model residual?

• yt = c + a yt-1 + Zt + et

• We can do that too.



Example

• Say our story is that growth is caused by share of 
government spending on education.

• How to support it?

But wait…
• Many things correlate with growth.

• Business confidence, urbanisation, carbon pollution, 
legal system quality, religious homogeneity, etc.

• A great 1997 study showed that “fraction of the 
population Confucian” and “latitude” was the most 
robust predictor of growth. 

http://www.ecostat.unical.it/Aiello/Didattica/economia_Crescita/
CRESCITA/CRESCITA_Sala-i-Martin-AER-1997.pdf 

• “In order to correct for other determinants of human 
capital, we move beyond formal education and 
regress the natural logarithm of the wage rate, W, 
on HK1, fringe benefits per employee (FB5), the 
share of employees using computers (COM7), 
the share of full-time employment, the share of 
casual employment, the proportion of the wage 
bill dedicated to superannuation contributions, 
the employment share of management, total 
assets per employee and a measure of staff 
dispersion (i.e., the number of business locations 
per employee)”

https://editorialexpress.com/cgi-bin/conference/download.cgi?
db_name=ACE2004&paper_id=217 

Modern methods
• Use surprise policy changes as “natural” 

experiments

• These are much better, but still fail to account for 
endogeneity.  
 
 
 
 
 



Example

• World Bank - The Effect of Aid on Growth Evidence 
from a Quasi-Experiment

• May 2014

• https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/
handle/10986/18338/WPS6865.pdf?
sequence=1&isAllowed=y 

Complexity
• New view is that complexity of productive capacity - 

i.e. diversity - is what determines long run capacity 
for growth.

• A oil-rich nation with no other industry will not 
growth sustainably. 

• Norway knew this, from the experience of 
Netherlands.

http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu 
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So what?
• Means that specialisation at a national level is a 

BAD THING for stable economic growth.

• Unpacks the idea of knowledge as the A factor in 
growth, but gives something more tangible to say 
about it (and K).

• That you need to actually invest and produce a 
diverse range of things to have A (and possibly K). 

• Brains full of philosophy won’t make you wealthy!



Theory is…
• Tacit and explicit knowledge

• Explicit knowledge can be  
written down and passed along

• Tacit knowledge is hard to transfer, and is what 
constrains development.

• Tacit knowledge requires learning by doing, building 
on related productive activities.

In practice
• “Economic complexity, therefore, is expressed in 

the composition of a country’s productive output 
and reflects the structures that emerge to hold and 
combine knowledge”

• “Increased economic complexity is necessary for a 
society to be able to hold and use a larger amount 
of productive knowledge” 

http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu 

Diversity and Ubiquity
• Diversity: The number different types of products a 

country makes

• Ubiquity: The number of different countries that 
make a product

• Each product gets a Product Complexity Index 
(PCI)

• Each country gets an Economic Complexity Index 
(ECI) 



How it works
• ECI ↑ if Ubiquity of products ↓

• ECI ↑ if Diversity of products ↑

• But all relative to other countries and weighted by 
size and counter-averages 

• Weighting the ubiquity of each product by the 
average diversity of countries making it for ECI, and 
vice-versa for PCI.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1601.05012.pdf



So what?

• Complexity approach gives a tool to understand 
how knowledge gets in to capital - not in an 
aggregate number, but through diversity of output. 

• A problem for specialisation theories!

• How to grow economic diversity?

Trade is important
• One way to increase the complexity of production is 

to protect local industries while they experiment with 
diversifying - learning by doing.

• Building capacity for world-leading manufacturing 
by state-owned enterprises by using only necessary 
imports, and fostering local inputs.

• Limiting import competition for the new outputs.



https://books.google.com.au/books/about/
Made_in_Korea.html?id=UecUDMPIUIUC&redir_esc=y 

Out of fashion

• Mainstream economists find this approach difficult 
to handle because it involves things outside their 
model (or more clearly deep inside)

• And yet, most countries, especially the rich, provide 
selected protections for domestic industry.

• There is no such thing as ‘no industrial policy’

South Korea

• Was a mostly agricultural economy in the 1950s.

• An Asian Tiger / growth miracle. 

• Mostly misunderstood

http://www.nber.org/chapters/c8737.pdf?new_window=1 



Industrial policy
• Korea implemented the types of industrial policy 

that were common in US, England in the 1900s.

• In 1800s, the US, following the advice of Treasury 
Secretary Hamilton, had the world’s highest import 
tariffs. 

• In the 1600s, England has the world’s highest 
protections. 

• Not just tariffs (see tutorial readings and question)

Australian industrial policy
• Luxury car tax: favours locally produced (non-luxury 

vehicles)

• WA domestic gas reserve requirement: Ensures 
local customers pay less than the global price for 
gas.

• Import duties or restrictions: Bananas (though 
partially due to externalities), other agricultural 
products.

Plaza Accord
• Japan was keeping its exchange rate low and 

eating into US manufacturing exports.

• On September 22, 1985 France, Germany, UK, US 
and Japan cooperated to depreciate the USD in 
relation to the Yen and Deutsche Mark. 

• Louvre Accord, signed in Paris on February 22, 
1987. Aimed to halt the decline of the USD from 
actions taken from the Plaza Accord in 1985. 



China currency

• China has been accused of also intervening in 
foreign exchange markets to suppress the value of 
the RMB. 

• But sudden changes in exchange rates are still bad.

http://www.tradingeconomics.com/china/foreign-exchange-
reserves 

What does this mean? Swiss peg
• Set a minimum exchange rate of SFr1.20 against the 

euro 

• “The current massive overvaluation of the Swiss franc 
poses an acute threat to the Swiss economy and carries 
the risk of a deflationary development”

• Easy to peg at low value but ‘printing and selling’ local 
currency. To peg high you need to have previously 
accumulated a stock of foreign currency

• Swiss peg required huge accumulation of Euros



http://www.tradingeconomics.com/switzerland/foreign-
exchange-reserves 

Australia
• We have a small country with a massively traded 

currency. 

• Should we defend the currency for stability?

• Or should we let the currency adjust to “make room” 
for mining investment (which is what we did)?

• Is there a moral question there?

http://www.tradingeconomics.com/audusd:cur



https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2016/sp-ag-2016-09-13.html

Exchange rates

http://voxeu.org/article/global-dimension-banking-crises?
utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter

Bretton Woods
• Bretton Woods was very stabilising international 

monetary system.

• Indirectly is targeted current account stabilisation 
through common agreement on current 
revaluations, and IMF who could cover foreign 
funding / BoP crises.

• http://www.federalreservehistory.org/Events/
DetailView/28 

How it worked
• IMF and World Bank established to help countries 

with short term loans to cover temporary balance of 
payments problems and maintain exchange rate 
stability.

• Negotiated pegged exchange rates to US focussing 
on stability of external capital accounts.

• Why did it break down? Because the US wanted to 
deflate!



Smithsonian agreements

• Dec 1971 was decided by 10 major countries 
(Group of Ten), to change the exchange rate pegs 
to USD and allow +-2.25% variation around the new 
pegs

• Lasts 13 months before pegs unwound in March 
1973 - all majors now ‘floating’ their currency.

Impossible trinity

Today
• Accounting for growth in standard model

• Growth regressions

• Complexity approach unpicks A and K

• Industrial policy to get complexity

• Managing external stability through exchange rates


